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 Laminator
 Lamination sheets
 Straight edge cutting tool
 Color printer
 Color printer ink
 Printer paper

Items Needed for M3
Reading:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

FIND SUPPLIES
ON AMAZON

Recommended Supplies
M3 Reading Program:

What You'll Need to Use This Resource:
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 Wooden moveable
alphabet (NOTE: a
printable moveable
alphabet is included, so
this is not required.)

Optional Items for M3
Reading:

1.

https://www.amazon.com/shop/montessori_inspired_homeschool?listId=2JW3H2VDI8NAJ
https://www.amazon.com/shop/montessori_inspired_homeschool?listId=2JW3H2VDI8NAJ
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Congratulations on your purchase of M3's revolutionary home school reading
program. M3 provides a comprehensive program that is:

- Complete,
- Montessori aligned,
- Phonics based,
- Encourages comprehension based on visualization,
- Whole language compliant,
- Aligned with the Dwyer method,
- Streamlined to ensure no unnecessary, boring repetition,
- Ideal for on track & advanced readers,
- Feels like play for your child AND
- Designed specifically for home schoolers!

M3 Reading is straight forward and easy to use. You don't need a teaching
certification or background to benefit. Its rainbow levels provide a clean and
sequential structure to learning and internalizing the phonetic elements of the
English language.

Children start with Level Red and work their way through the rainbow to Level Violet.
Along the way, they track their progress using a fun and simple road map. The
levels are arranged as follows:
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Understanding
M3's Reading Program
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 Students attempt to spell the words displayed in the picture cards,
 Students match the word cards to the picture cards,
 Students use the word cards as flashcards to read the words aloud &
 Students read the sentence cards.

Students work through four steps within each level:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The cards use beautiful images to illustrate each word, as well as large print that
highlights the phonetic element used in the word. All of the cards are color-coded to
match up with each of the 7 rainbow colored levels.

New to M3 Reading is a complete, cursive version of the program, which is included
in your purchase. Additionally, the images used in M3 are more diverse and inclusive
than those used in M2. Finally, M3 also offers a writing supplement for a nominal fee.
It, too, is available in both print and cursive. If you choose to use the writing
supplement along with the reading program, please include them as a step in
between steps 3 and 4 (for a total of 5 steps per level).

Understanding
M3's Reading Program, Cont...
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Making Montessori Mainstream

Your M3 by Multisori Reading Program Purchase Includes Both:
Print: Beginning on Page 9 Cursive: Beginning on Page 352
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Allow your student(s) to place
stickers on each colored level as

they are mastered.

START

FINISH

RED ORANGE YELLOW

BLUE GREEN

INDIGO VIOLET
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The Fine Print:
Do's & Don'ts

The term Multisori is trademarked. This and all Multisori
documentation not available in the public domain are copyrighted.

Please Do Not:
- Share this or any other Multsori documentation or information.
- Alter, edit or change the documentation or information in any way.
- Sell or loan the documentation or information in any way.
- Copy the documentation or information in any way.

Please Do:
- Join the Montessori Inspired Homeschooling Facebook group - it's totally free and
Mandi provides ongoing support there.
- Rave about this awesome program on social media (tag it #Multisori) and share a
link so others can learn more: www.Multisori.com 
- Share pictures of your littles working with the program using the hashtag
#Multisori
- Mistakes happen. It's part of life. If you find one, let me know and I'll correct it right
away.
- Tell me personally if there's anything I can do to improve your experience. I want
you and your kids to love, love, love it!

Making Montessori Mainstream

https://www.multisori.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Montessori.Inspired.Homeschooling
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M3 READING
PROGRAM

Short Vowel Aa

Ages 3-9

Level Red - Short Vowel Aa

Supplies
Needed:

What To Do:
Before You Begin:
Print, laminate and cut Picture, Word, Sound and Sentence cards.

LEVEL RED - STEP 1: Place the Sound Aa Card at the top of the
workspace. Then, identify each Picture Card and invite the student(s) to
spell the words using the movable alphabet or laminated alphabet.

LEVEL RED - STEP 2: Ask the student(s) to match the Word Cards to
the Picture Cards.

LEVEL RED - STEP 3: Use the Word Cards as flashcards, and ask the
student(s) to read the words to you.

LEVEL RED - STEP 4: Invite the child to read the Sentence Cards.

WWW.MULTISORI.COM

Short Aa Sound
Card
Short Aa Picture
Cards
Short Aa Word
Cards
Short Aa Sentence
Cards
Movable Alphabet
OR Printed and
Laminated Alphabet
(attached)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Aa
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a





rat man

cat

hat fan

bat



Cat. Hat.

Cat has hat.

Bat. Cat and hat.

Bat taps hat.
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M3 READING
PROGRAM

Short Vowel Aa

Ages 3-9

Level Red - Short Vowel Aa

Supplies
Needed:

What To Do:
Before You Begin:
Print, laminate and cut Picture, Word, Sound and Sentence cards.

LEVEL RED - STEP 1: Place the Sound Aa Card at the top of the
workspace. Then, identify each Picture Card and invite the student(s) to
spell the words using the movable alphabet or laminated alphabet.

LEVEL RED - STEP 2: Ask the student(s) to match the Word Cards to
the Picture Cards.

LEVEL RED - STEP 3: Use the Word Cards as flashcards, and ask the
student(s) to read the words to you.

LEVEL RED - STEP 4: Invite the child to read the Sentence Cards.
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Short Aa Sound
Card
Short Aa Picture
Cards
Short Aa Word
Cards
Short Aa Sentence
Cards
Movable Alphabet
OR Printed and
Laminated Alphabet
(attached)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Aa
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a





rat man

cat

hat fan

bat



Cat. Hat.

Cat has hat.

Bat. Cat and hat.

Bat taps hat.




